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Abstract
A public cloud provides a scalable access to the computing 
resources & IT resources. In addition to these services it should 
also posses the level of security when it comes to dynamic groups. 
We propose a dynamic group system to implement Multi-Level 
Security using Bell-Lapadula Model to distinguish the users 
in the dynamic group by their roles in the organization. This 
technique allows the user to permit the required privileges for a 
selected group based on the level of the model and also initializing 
fault-tolerance by providing back-up facilities to the servers by 
improving the availability in the cloud.
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I. Introduction
The major aim of this method a secure multi owner data sharing 
scheme. It implies that any user in the group can securely share 
data with others by the untrusted cloud [2]. This scheme is able to 
support dynamic groups. Efficiently, specifically, new granted users 
can directly decrypt data files uploaded before their participation 
without contacting with data owners. User revocation can be easily 
achieved through a novel revocation list without updating the 
secret Keys of the remaining users [5]. The size and computation 
overhead of encryption are constant and Independent with the 
number of revoked users. the real identities of data owners can 
be revealed by the group manager when disputes occur.

A. Steps for Setting Privileges
Step1: Setting the Cloud Server
Step2: Confirming current Group Manager
Step3: Select Group Member 
Step 4: Group Member Registration
Step 5: Checking the privilege based on the roles in organization 
by Group Manager.
Step 5: Key Distribution for Group Member & Group Manager
Step 6: Revocation procedures
Step 7: Data Read/Write

 
Fig. 1: Steps for Setting Privileges in MLS Bell-Lapadula Model-
System Architecture

The process can read the same or lower security levels but can 
only write to their own or higher security level.In the organization 
the manager can read/write to their file or to the lower level,but 
lower level cannot read/write to the higher level files.

B. Multilevel Security 
The Scheme that provides the differentiation between Sensitive, 
Confidential, and Public data based on the hierarchical structure 
of the organization. Privileges is set as access control by providing 
READ,WRITE and EXECUTE permission based on the Group 
members roles in the organization and also provide certain Security 
levels by using Bell-Lapadula model to clearly understand the 
permission of individual users [11].

1. Discretionary Access Control (DAC)
Most common method used in access governed by normal users 
[5]. The Owner of a resource can designate permissions. Access 
control is at the discretion of the user.Implements user’s policy 
by Subject & Object role.

2. Mandatory Access Control (MAC)
Access rules are set system-wide.Normal users cannot violate 
system-wide rules, even for resources they “own” (e.g. create). 
Implements organizational policy.Usually combined with DAC 
to add discretion

Fig. 2: Data Flows in MLS system

C. Steps in Bell-Lapadula Model
STEP 1: Security Level arranged in linear ordering

Top Secret: highest1. 
Secret2. 
Confidential3. 
Unclassified: lowest4. 
Subjects have security clearance L(s)• 
Objects have security classification L(o)• 

STEP 2A: Expand notion of security level to include categories 
(also called compartments)

Security level(clearance, category set)• 
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STEP 2B: Set Level & Lattices

Fig. 2: Setting Level & Lattices

Simple Security Property: •	 No process may read data at a 
higher level. This is also known as no read up (NRU)
*-property: •	 no process may write data to a lower level. This 
is also known as no write down (NWD).

         

II. Existing System
With the character of low maintenance, cloud computing provides 
an economical and efficient solution for sharing group resource 
among cloud users. Unfortunately, sharing data in a multi-owner 
manner while preserving data and identity privacy from an untrusted 
cloud is still a challenging issue, due to the frequent change of the 
membership [6]. In this paper, we propose a secure  data sharing 
on untrusted storage called cloud. By leveraging group signature 
and dynamic broadcast encryption techniques, any cloud user 
can anonymously share data with others. Meanwhile, the storage 
overhead and encryption computation cost of our scheme are 
independent with the number of revoked users [2]. In addition, 
we analyze the security of our scheme with rigorous proofs, and 
demonstrate the efficiency of our scheme in experiments.

III. Proposed System
In this paper, the idea is to model the system based on Bell-
Lapadula Model with Multilevel security and assign privilege 
according to their roles of the organization and also implement 
the fault-tolerant methodology by taking the backup of the Group 
Manager server and distribute the objects across the environment 
to maintain the availability of objects in the cloud [5].

A. Algorithm for User Registration
For registration of user I with identity ID,the group manager 
randomly selects a number xi Є Z*

q and computes Ai & B as the 
following equations
Alg 1: Auto User Registration (Ai, xi, ID)
Ai  = (1∕γ+ xi). P Є G1
Bi  = ( xi / γ+ xi). G Є G1
Group Manager adds (Ai, xi, ID)
User i obtains a Private Key (xi, Ai, Bi)
Algorithm 2: User Revocation
The revocation list is characterized by a series of time stamps (t1 
< t2 <,… tr). Let IDgroup denote the group identity. The tuple (Ai, 
xi, ti) represents that user i with the partial private key (Ai; xi) is 
revoked at time ti. P1, P2, Pr and Zr are calculated by the group 
manager with the private secret γ as follows:
P1   =   (1∕γ+ xi).P Є G1
P2   =   (1∕   (γ+ x1) (γ+ x2)). P Є G1
Pr   =(1∕   (γ+ x1) (γ+ x2)….. ) (γ+ xr)). P Є G1
Zr  =(1∕   Z(γ+ x1) (γ+ x2)….. ) (γ+ xr)).  Є G2

 B. Algorithm for File Generation
1. Get Revocation List from Cloud IDgroup
2. Verify the validity of received revocation list
(a)check the date is fresh.
(b)verify signature sig(RL)
3. Encrypt the data file M

CASE (i): NO REVOKED USER IN REVOCATION LIST
(i)Selecting the Unique data file identity IDdata
(ii)Choosing the Random number K
(iii)Computing the parameters C1, C2, K, C
C1=    K ·Y Є G1
C2=    K ·P Є G1
K  =Zk

C=Encrypt(M)

CASE (ii): r REVOKED USER IN REVOCATION LIST
C1=    K ·Y Є G1   
C2=    K .Pr Є G1
 K=Zk

C=Encrypt(M)

CASE (iii): CHECKING SECURITY CLEARANCE & 
CLASSIFICATION (BELL-LAPADULA)
Let S be the SUBJECT and O be the OBJECT
(i). Let L(S)=ls be the security clearance of subject S.
(ii). Let L(O)=lo be the security classification of object ).
(iii). For all security classification li, i=0,…, k-1, li<li+1

Simple Security Condition: 
S can read O if and only if lo<=ls and 
S has discretionary read access to O.

*-Property (Star property): 
S can write O if and only if ls<=lo and 
S has discretionary write access to O.

C. Algorithm for Back-up Group Manager 
Algorithm: Back-up Manager
Input: A Collection of Users & Files from Cloud.
Process: Check Algorithm for File Generation & check for 
availability in Group manager
Case i: Availability = Yes --Refer Group Manager
Case ii: Availability = No --Refer Backup Group Manager
Output: DATA READ & WRITE

IV. Conclusion
Methods to shield the organization by security by implying security 
classification & clearance by using Bell-Lapadula Model for 
dynamic groups differentiates the employees in the organization 
based on their roles in their related work and also completely deny 
access to the users who are out of the organization. This paper 
also improves the availability of group manager accessibility by 
providing backups for the servers. The future enhancement of 
this work is to take the idea over in Big Data for protecting data 
stored against malware.
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